UNITATEA DE MANAGEMENT AL
PROIECTELOR CU FINANȚARE
EXTERNĂ

NOTIFICATION 2

Reg. no.: 49/23.02.2021
Ref. G 1.2.13.4 Procurement of Packages of digital equipment for online learning in
ROSE supported high-schools – Interactive boards

Dear Sirs,
Regarding the International Competitive Bidding for Procurement of Packages of digital
equipment for online learning in ROSE supported high-schools – Interactive boards, the
following clarifications must be taken into consideration when preparing your bid:
Inquiry 1: “Taking into consideration the active diagonal size of 88”, calculated with the
minimum specified dimensions of 1950 mm x 1130 mm (Diagonal active area: minimum 1950 x
1130 mm), please tell us if are accepted interactive boards with the same active diagonal size
of 88”, but with other dimensions in mm (width x height), keeping the ratio of 16:10 and the
wide aspect?
Also, there is specified that the interactive boards must have an overall diagonal size of 94” and
an active diagonal size of 88”, which means that the interactive board frames must have a
width of 3” (76,2 mm). Please specify if interactive boards with frames that have the width
smaller than 3” (76,2 mm) are accepted considering that the frame width has no influence on
the performance of the interactive boards.”
Clarification 1: The Interactive board diagonal must be: at least 94 "/ 239 cm.
The Diagonal active area must be: minimum 1950 mm x 1130 mm.
Inquiry 2: “Regarding the interactive board with a diagonal of at least 94”/ 239 cm (pag 90.
Detailed specifications per items): the requested diagonal is the external one or the diagonal of
the active surface of the board?”
Clarification 2: The Interactive board diagonal must be: at least 94 "/ 239 cm. This
means the diagonal of the entire interactive board.
Inquiry 3: “Regarding the USB wireless connection module for the Video Projector (pag 90.
Detailed specifications per items – point e) – we kindly ask you to provide more information
regarding the functionality of the requested module”
Clarification 3: The USB wireless connection module must facilitate wireless
connection between laptop/pc and video projector.

PLEASE CONFIRM RECEIVING THIS NOTIFICATION
Best regards,
Liliana PREOTEASA – Director
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